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IBM has been an integral part of the Scottish economy since 1951—the year IBM United Kingdom was formed. That year, IBM U.K. established its first manufacturing plant at Greenock on the banks of the Clyde, where 100 people built typewriters and accounting machines.

Today, 2,700 people work there producing advanced information technology products including Display Systems and the IBM Personal Computer. Over 85 per cent of IBM Greenock's production is exported to countries in Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

Through branch offices in Edinburgh, Glasgow and Aberdeen, IBM U.K. serves more than 4,000 Scottish customers: from banking and insurance to North Sea oil and gas; from manufacturing to retailing and distribution; from education to local and central government administration.

IBM's operations in Scotland, those of our customers and of the 2,000 British suppliers to the Greenock plant, contribute significantly to the prosperity and welfare of Scotland and to the economy as a whole.
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EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

Alice Brown

Many of the legislative developments discussed in last year's editorial have now become political realities in Scotland – the creation of School Boards, the establishment of Scottish Enterprise and Scottish Homes; and the setting and collecting of the Community Charge (Poll Tax). This, the fourteenth edition of the Scottish Government Yearbook, includes articles covering these and other issues and debates within Scotland.

Concern over the longer-term trends in the Scottish economy did not subside in 1989 especially after the controversial decision by Britoil to cut 1,000 jobs and the announcement by Ferranti of 400 job losses even before the financial crisis which hit the company in September. Further the full impact of continued high interest rates on the Scottish economy, particularly on investment and exports and ultimately jobs, has yet to be assessed.

With the loss of their two seats in the European elections and their poor showing in the Opinion Polls, 1989 was another bad year for the Conservative government in Scotland. Attempts were made to reverse this situation with a new focus on party organisation and strategy, and the appointment of Michael Forsyth as Chairman of the Scottish Party. There is, as yet no evidence to suggest that the party is likely to experience any improvement in its standing, especially after the forced resignation of their President, Professor Ross Harper, because of press allegations over his personal life.

The position of the Conservative, Labour and Scottish National Parties is discussed in the first section of the Yearbook – ‘Parties and Politics in Scotland’. Also featured in this section are articles on the Constitutional Convention; the issue of Independence in Europe; and the results of the 1989 European Elections in Scotland. Contributors to this section include academics, political activists and a political correspondent.

As might be anticipated, their interpretations of events do not necessarily coincide.

‘Conservative Policy in Scotland’ is the theme of the second section which carries pieces on implementation of the Community Charge; Scottish Homes; competitive tendering in the National Health Service; Scottish Education and School Boards; and an extended chapter on Scottish Enterprise.